Semantic segmentation has achieved significant progress but is still challenging due to the complex scene, object occlusion, and so on. Some research works have attempted to use extra information such as depth information to help RGB based semantic segmentation. However, extra information is usually unavailable for the test images. Inspired by learning using privileged information, in this paper, we only leverage the depth information of training images as privileged information in the training stage. Specifically, we rely on depth information to identify the hard pixels which are difficult to classify, by using our proposed Depth Prediction Error (DPE) and Depth-dependent Segmentation Error (DSE). By paying more attention to the identified hard pixels, our approach achieves the state-of-the-art results on two benchmark datasets and even outperforms the methods which use depth information of test images.
I. INTRODUCTION
Semantic segmentation is a fundamental problem, with the goal to classify each pixel in an image, which has a wide range of real-world applications including autonomous driving, visual scene understanding, and image editing. Recently, abundant RGB based semantic segmentation methods [39] , [8] , [13] , [3] , [35] , [59] , [26] , [51] , [2] have been developed. However, these methods still exhibit clear limitations due to the hard pixels induced by complicated scenes, poor lighting condition, confusing object appearances, and so on.
To address the issues in RGB-based semantic segmentation, many attempts [20] , [52] , [21] , [6] , [30] have been made to exploit depth information for semantic segmentation, because the depth map can provide complementary 3D information, which may be helpful for the segmentation task. For example, Wang et al. [52] proposed to learn RGB-specific features and depth-specific features besides the common features, while Lee et al. [30] suggested fusing RGB features and depth features in different scales. These methods use extra depth information for both training and test images, which falls into the scope of multi-view learning. Specifically, each training or test sample consists of two views, i.e., RGB and depth. The results of these methods show that extra depth information can benefit the segmentation task.
However, depth information is often unavailable for test images, which limits the application of multi-view learning method. Inspired by Learning Using Privileged Information (LUPI) [50] , we propose to use depth information as the privileged information, which means that we only use the Minhang District, Shanghai, China, zhangxgu@126.com, ustcnewly@sjtu.edu.cn,zhang-lq@cs.sjtu.edu.cn depth information of training images in the training stage and do not require the depth information of test images in the testing stage. It has been proved in [14] , [16] , [15] , [54] that only using privileged information of training samples can still help to learn a more robust model. One research line of LUPI is using privileged information to identify hard training samples. For example, the method in [45] distinguishes hard training samples from easy ones and assigns higher weights on the training losses of hard training samples, which could guide the training of a better classifier.
In this paper, similarly, we tend to use the depth information as privileged information to identify the hard pixels in the segmentation task and assign higher weights on the segmentation losses of these hard pixels. The remaining problem is how to use depth information to identify and mine hard pixels. By considering segmentation and depth prediction as two joint tasks, if two neighboring regions from two different categories have a huge depth gap, accurate detection of the depth boundary between these two regions might be highly correlated with accurate segmentation of these two regions. In other words, inaccurate depth prediction of these two regions, which leads to the failure of detecting depth boundary, might be highly correlated with the segmentation error. For example, as illustrated in the second row in Figure 1 , a chair is placed next to a glass table. The chair is misclassified as the table by RGB-based baseline [34] probably because they are visually similar. In fact, the chair and table have large depth gap, which is not estimated by our depth prediction branch. Therefore, we conjecture that Depth Prediction Error (DPE) could be used as a measurement of segmentation difficulty, which means that the pixels with large DPE are hard pixels.
However, when two neighboring regions from two different categories have similar depths (in the same depth bin), accurate depth prediction may not be highly correlated with accurate segmentation of these two regions, in which case DPE could become less effective in identifying hard pixels. For a better explanation, we define a local region in the same depth bin with multiple categories as a Depth-dependent Local Region (DLR). In a DLR, if the categories of different subregions are confused with each other due to similar visual appearance, this region becomes a hard region. For example, as illustrated in the third row in Figure 1 , neighboring pillow and cushion form a hard region, in which the cushion is misclassified as a pillow by RGB-based baseline [34] although the depth prediction results are basically correct. In some other circumstances, the subregions in a hard region could also be misclassified as a wrong category irrelevant In our method, we use both Depth Prediction Error (DPE) and Depth-dependent Segmentation Error (DSE) to mine the hard pixels. With identified hard pixels, we also explore two different training strategies. The first strategy is training with easy and hard pixels at the same time. The second strategy is starting with easy pixels and gradually including hard pixels, similar to curriculum learning [1] . Our main contributions are as follows:
• This is the first work to use depth information as the privileged information for mining hard pixels in semantic segmentation task. • We propose two measurements of hard pixels: Depth Prediction Error (DPE) and Depth-dependent Segmentation Error (DSE), which can be easily integrated into any semantic segmentation network. We also explore different training strategies with hard pixels. • Extensive experiments demonstrate that our method can achieve the state-of-the-art performances on the SUNRGBD and NYU-v2 datasets, and even surpass the baselines which use depths for test images.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we will discuss related works from the following three aspects: RGB-based semantic segmentation, learning using privileged information, and semantic segmentation with depth information.
RGB-based semantic segmentation: Recent deep learning methods [39] , [8] , [13] , [3] , [35] , [59] , [26] , [51] , [2] have shown impressive results in the semantic segmentation. Most of them are based on the encoder-decoder architecture which is first proposed in Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) [36] . The extension based on FCN can be grouped into the following two directions: capturing the contextual information at multiple scales and designing more sophisticated decoder. In the first direction, some works [4] , [58] combined feature maps generated by different dilated convolutions and pooling operations. For example, PSPNet [58] adopts Spatial Pyramid Pooling which pools the feature maps into different sizes for detecting objects of different scales. Deeplab v3 and v3+ [4] , [5] proposed an Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling by using dilated convolutions to keep the large receptive field. In the second direction, some works [34] , [43] , [10] proposed to construct better decoder modules to fuse mid-level and high-level features. For example, RefineNet-152 [34] is a multi-path refinement network which fuses features at multiple levels of the encoder and decoder. However, all the above methods are RGB-based segmentation methods while our approach can utilize depth information to facilitate semantic segmentation.
Learning using privileged information: Learning Using Privileged Information (LUPI) was first introduced by Vapnik and Vashist [50] , which extends SVM to SVM+ by using privileged information to control the training loss. Besides classification [45] , [44] , [32] , privileged information has also been used for clustering [14] , verification [16] , [15] , [54] , hashing [60] , random forest [55] , and etc.
Recently, privileged information has also been integrated into deep learning methods [37] , [24] , [17] , [28] , [ 
An overview of our method. Our overall network is build upon RefineNet-152. RefineNet-152 consists of four encoders marked with "CNN", four decoders marked with "Refine Net", and five 3 × 3 convolutional layers to adjust the number of channels. Based on RefineNet-152, we add five extra 3 × 3 convolutional layers denoted by pink boxes to predict depths. Blue and pink rectangles are the feature maps with their size and channel numbers denoted at the bottom of this figure, while the green diamonds are our losses L seg ,L dep ,L R , and L Z . Best viewed in color.
to distill knowledge or control the training process. More recently, SPIGAN [29] proposed to use privileged depth information in the semantic segmentation. However, their main contribution is exploiting depth information to assist with domain adaptation, which adapts the synthetic image domain to the real image domain. So the motivation and solution of their method are intrinsically different from ours. Distinctive from all the above methods, this the first work to use depth information as privileged information to mine hard pixels for semantic segmentation.
Semantic segmentation using depth information: Compared to the traditional RGB-based segmentation, recent RGBD-based segmentation methods exploit depth information under the framework of multi-view learning or multitask learning. Under the framework of multi-view learning, some works [33] , [52] , [21] , [30] fuse depth information and RGB information in various ways. For example, STD2P [23] proposed spatio-temporal pooling layer to model indoor videos, while Cheng et al. [6] proposed a gated fusion layer for better boundary segmentation. More recently, CFN [9] is a neural network with multiple branches of the context-aware receptive field, which learns better contextual information. RDFNet-152 [30] captures multi-level RGBD features by using the proposed multi-modal feature fusion blocks, which combines residual RGB and depth features to fully exploit the depth information. All the above methods are in demand for depth information for test images in the testing stage, which is not required in our method.
Under the framework of multi-task learning, Eigen et al. [11] predicts depths, surface norm, and segmentation in one unified network. Hoffman et al. [25] proposed to learn an extra branch to hallucinate middle-level depth features. Although our method also employs another branch to predict depths under the multi-task learning framework, our focus is using Depth Prediction Error (DPE) to mine hard pixels, which contributes more to the segmentation task than merely predicting depths (see Section IV-B).
III. METHODOLOGY
In our method, we aim to mine the hard pixels in the segmentation task by using depth information as the privileged information. Then, we assign higher weights on the training losses of hard pixels to learn a better network. In the following sections, we will first introduce how to mine hard pixels based on our proposed Depth Prediction Error (DPE) and Depth-dependent Segmentation Error (DSE), and then describe how to train with those identified hard pixels.
A. Hard Pixels Mining
Given a training image I, we denote its predicted segmentation masks and ground-truth mask as S and S * respectively. Similarly, we use D and D * to denote its predicted depth map and ground-truth depth map respectively. Our network is built upon the RefineNet-152 with improved residual pooling [34] , which has achieved compelling results in the semantic segmentation task recently. RefineNet-152 follows the standard encoder-decoder architecture as illustrated in Figure 2 (the blue feature maps and gray convolutional layers), in which the encoders are the first four pretrained ResNet-152 aggregated layers (conv1 and pool1 are included in the first "CNN") [22] scaling the input images down to 1/32, and the decoders are four RefineNet modules proposed in [34] . RefineNet-152 refines coarse-grained segmentation result with fine-grained features in a recursive manner to generate the final segmentation mask.
For RGB-based segmentation, we adopt cross-entropy segmentation loss with label smoothing as follows:
where n is the number of pixels in image I, c is the number of categories, and the p i j is the predicted probability of the i-th pixel for the j-th category based on our network. Following [49] , we use smooth labels for better performance, that is, y i j = 0.9 if the i-th pixel belongs to the j-th category and y i j = 0.1/(c −1) otherwise. In analogy to L seg , the losses in the remainder of this paper are all defined based on a single image I. 1) Segmentation Loss Weighted by Depth Prediction Error (L R ): As mentioned in Section I, accurate detection of the depth boundary between two regions from different categories might be highly correlated with successful segmentation of these two regions. In other words, inaccurate depth prediction of these two regions could cause the failure of detecting depth boundary, which may imply the difficulty of segmenting these two regions. So we conjecture that Depth Prediction Error (DPE) could be a measurement of segmentation difficulty. Specifically, we tend to predict the depth map of a given RGB image and use DPE to identify the hard pixels.
To predict depth map based on RGB image, a natural idea is extending an extra branch [25] on the foundation of standard segmentation network, since the depth estimation and the semantic segmentation are highly related. As illustrated in Figure 2 , we add five more 3 × 3 convolutional layers (the red boxes) to RefineNet-152, producing another set of fine-grained depth feature maps (the pink rectangles). Then we fuse these depth feature maps with the feature maps from encoders (the blue rectangles) to predict the final depth map. Compared with original RefineNet-152, our network only introduces five more 3 × 3 convolutional layers while the rest of the model parameters are all shared with the segmentation task. Thus, our method only has slightly more computational cost than RefineNet-152. Moreover, our method can be easily adapted to any other segmentation network with encoderdecoder architecture.
For the training loss of depth prediction, inspired by [12] , we compute the mean square error (MSE) of the differences between all pixel pairs based on the logarithm of depths. Concretely, given the predicted log-depth map logD and the ground-truth log-depth map logD * , we use logD i and logD * i to denote the value indexed by pixel position i in logD and logD * respectively. D i and D * i are in the range of [1, 256] , so logD and logD * are in the range of [0, log(256)]. By denoting R i = logD i − logD * i , the depth prediction loss can be written as
However, based on the analysis in [12] , minimizing L d could possibly lead to a trivial constant solution. To avoid such trivial solution, they add a hyper-parameter ρ ∈ [0, 1] to 1 n 2 (∑ n i=1 R j ) 2 , resulting in the following cost function
When ρ = 0, L dep reduces to element-wise L 2 loss (MSE). When ρ = 1, L dep is equal to L d . In our experiments, we set ρ = 0.5, which can generally produce good results.
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A B Fig. 3 . The cushion (subregion A) is misclassified as a pillow (subregion B) by the baseline RefineNet-152. We assign higher weights on the whole region AB instead of only the misclassified subregion A.
By integrating the depth prediction task with the semantic segmentation, our multi-task learning loss can be written as L base = L seg + αL dep , in which α is a hyper-parameter.
With predicted depths D of all pixels in image I, we use the Depth Prediction Error (DPE) |R i | = |logD i − logD * i | to identify hard pixels and the pixels with large |R i | are treated as hard pixels. To learn more robust segmentation network, we tend to pay more attention to the hard pixels in the training process. Hence, we use |R i | to weigh the pixel-wise classification losses of different pixels, leading to our DPE loss as follows:
2) Segmentation Loss Weighted by Depth-dependent Segmentation Error (L Z ): As discussed in Section I, when neighboring regions from different categories are in the same depth bin, accurate depth prediction may not be highly correlated with correct segmentation of these neighboring regions. In this case, Depth Prediction Error (DPE) will become less effective to measure the segmentation difficulty. As a supplement of DPE, we propose another measurement named Depth-dependent Segmentation Error (DSE).
For a better explanation, we define a local region in the same depth bin as a Depth-dependent Local Region (DLR). In some DLRs, the categories of different subregions could be easily confused with each other due to the visual resemblance. We refer to such DLRs with confusing subregions as hard regions. One example is illustrated Figure 3 , in which the cushion (subregion A) and the pillow (subregion B) have similar depths, and the region AB forms a DLR. The cushion is misclassified as a pillow by the baseline RefineNet-152 because the cushion looks very similar to the pillow. Thus, we claim region AB as a hard region. In some other cases, one subregion in a hard region could also be misclassified into an arbitrary wrong category instead of the category of neighboring subregions. Considering more general cases, we simply calculate the segmentation error rate in a DLR to measure the segmentation difficulty of this region, leading to our second measurement Depth-dependent Segmentation Error (DSE). For DSE, we only use the ground-truth depth map to obtain DLRs without using the predicted depth map.
To {B t }, in which each region contains the pixels with depth values D * i belonging to each depth bin. With two sets of regions P and B, we calculate the intersection between P k and B t , yielding a DLR P k ∩ B t . Then, we simply calculate the segmentation error rate within this DLR Z P k ,B t = (∑ i∈P k ∩B t ∆ i )/|P k ∩ B t |, where ∆ i = 1 if pixel i is misclassified else 0. We use Z P k ,B t to measure the segmentation difficulty of the region P k ∩ B t and the regions with large Z P k ,B t are regarded as hard regions.
Similar to Section III-A.1, we tend to use Z P k ,B t to weigh the training losses of different regions to learn a more robust segmentation network. Note that we assign weights on the entire region which may include the correctly classified pixels, and the reason can be explained as follows. Recall that in Figure 3 , subregion A from category C a is misclassified as the category C b of subregion B. If we only assign higher weights on subregion A, the classifier might be biased towards category C a , which means that a subregion from category C b bearing visual resemblance with subregion A may be prone to be misclassified as category C a . Therefore, we assign higher weights on both subregions A and B to better distinguish between category C a and category C b .
By using Z P k ,B t to weigh different Depth-dependent Local Regions (DLR), we can have our Depth-dependent Segmentation Error (DSE) loss as follows:
y i j log(p i j )).
One remaining problem is how to determine the number of cells m. Two special cases are m = 1 and m = w × h, in which w and h are the width and height of image I.
When m = 1, the image is divided into depth-dependent global regions, in which distant subregions in the same depth bin could be grouped into one region. Considering two distant disjoint subregions in the same depth-dependent global region, the segmentation difficulty of one subregion is actually less affected by the other distant region, so it may be unhelpful to assign the same weight on these two subregions. When m = w × h, each cell only contains one pixel. In this case, L Z is equivalent to only assigning higher weights on the misclassified pixels instead of hard regions, which is against our motivation of identifying hard regions.
In our experiments, we use m = 8 × 8, which is located in the middle ground between the above two special cases. We will also show the performance variance with different choices of m in Section IV-B.
B. Training Strategies with Hard Pixels
To this end, our total training loss for Hard Pixels Mining can be written as
where β and γ are two trade-off parameters. By using L R and L Z , we place more emphasis on hard pixels to learn a better segmentation network. By minimizing (6), we employ L R and L Z on all pixels. An alternative strategy is that L R and L Z are first employed on easy pixels and then extended to hard pixels, similar to curriculum learning [1] . Curriculum learning [1] has achieved great success in a variety of applications [57] , [38] , [31] , [18] , [41] , in which the training process starts with easy training samples and gradually includes hard training ones. The key problem in curriculum learning is how to define easy and hard training samples, corrsponding to how to identify easy and hard pixels in our problem. One popular curriculum learning approach is Self-Paced Learning (SPL) [27] 
in which L(x i ; θ) is the training loss of the i-th training sample x i and η is the learning pace. The problem in (7) can be solved by updating θ and v alternatingly. When fixing θ, we use L i to store L(x i ; θ) and v i can be updated as δ (L i < η), which is equal to 1 if L i < η and 0 otherwise. Then, model parameters θ can be updated by solving
Inspired by (8), we extend L R and L Z toL R andL Z respectively. In particular,L R is formulated aŝ
where the learning pace η e R is defined as
is the total number of epochs, u 1 R (resp., u 2 R ) is the median (resp., maximum) of {|R 1 |, . . . , |R n |}. In a similar way, we can extend L Z toL Z with similarly defined η e Z . Then, we can have our new total loss function as follows:
The training strategy based on (10) can be explained as follows. At first, only easy pixels are selected for training with L R and L Z . Then, more and more hard pixels will contribute to training with L R and L Z . Note that when setting η e R and η e Z as a sufficiently large constant, L T will reduce to L HPM . In our experiments, we set α = 1, β = 0, and γ = 1 for the first 10 training epochs. After that, β is changed to 10 since depth predicting branch is stable.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first evaluate our method on SUN-RGBD [48] and NYU-v2 [46] with depth information, then we also provide comprehensive ablation studies and qualitative results.
A. Datasets and Implementation Details
SUNRGBD [48] : This dataset consists of 10335 pairs of RGB and depth images. We use the standard split of 5285 for training and 5050 for testing with 37 categories. NYU-v2 [46] : This dataset contains 1449 densely labeled pairs of RGB and depth images. Following the standard train/test split, we use 795 training images and 654 test images. We evaluate our network for 40 categories by using the labels provided by [19] .
In the training stage, we set the momentum as 0.9 and weight decay as 5 × 10 −4 . The learning rate is initialized as 10 −3 and divided by 10 when the loss stops decreasing.
The size of the training batch is 8, and the size of the input image is 640×480. In the testing stage, we apply multi-scale evaluation [7] for all methods. We report results based on three evaluation metrics, i.e., pixel accuracy, mean accuracy and mean Intersection over Union (IoU).
B. Experimental Results
We compare our method with three groups of baselines: 1) S group: baselines without using depth information; 2) D group: baselines using depth information for both training and test images; 3) P group: baselines using depth information only for training images.
For the S group, we compare with RefineNet [34] , PSP-Net [58] , and DeepLabv3+ [5] . Since our method is built upon RefineNet-152, RefineNet-152 can be treated as our backbone network. We did not exactly reproduce the results reported in [34] probably due to the mismatch of some experimental details, so we additionally report our obtained results for RefineNet-152 for more meaningful comparison.
For the D group, we compare with FCN [36] , STD2P [23] , 3DGNN [42] , LS-DeconvNet [6] , CFN [9] , Wang et al. [53] , and RDFNet-152 [30] . RDFNet-152 [30] is also built upon RefineNet-152 and closely related to our method, so we additionally report our implemented results.
For the P group, we compare with LW-RefineNet [40] and RDFNet-152 [30] , in which we remove their depth branches and retrain the remaining network for several epochs so that they can use depth information as privileged information. For other methods from D group, some cannot be easily modified to use depth information as privileged information while some modified ones are much worse than their original version, so we omit their results here.
Experimental results are summarized in Table I . We observe that RefineNet-152 achieves very competitive results within the S group. We also observe that recent methods CFN, Wang et al., and RDFNet-152 from D group are generally better than the methods in S group (except the performance of Wang et al. on NYU-v2 because they used VGG [47] on this dataset), which proves that depth information is beneficial for semantic segmentation. Our method achieves significant improvements over our backbone network RefineNet-152, i.e., 2% and 3.5% IoU improvement on SUNRGBD and NYU-v2 datasets respectively. Moreover, our method not only beats the baselines in the P group, but also generally outperforms the baselines in the D group, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our method in using depth information as privileged information. Ablation studies: We validate the effectiveness of each component in our method and the results are reported in Table II . L seg is RefineNet-152 reported in Table I which only uses segmentation loss. Then, we report the IoU improvement of our special cases over L seg . Concretely, L seg (with SPL) employs self-paced learning for RefineNet-152. L seg + αL dep is a baseline as multi-task learning. We also report the results using the training loss L seg + αL dep + β L R and L seg + γL Z . Moreover, we tune the number of cells m and observe the performance variance of L HPM . From Table II , we observe that the performance gain brought by DPE loss (L seg + αL dep + β L R v.s. L seg + αL dep ) and DSE loss (L seg + γL Z v.s. L seg ) is more significant than that brought by multi-task learning (L seg + αL dep v.s. L seg ). We also observe that when using different m for L HPM , L HPM (m = 8 × 8) achieves the best result, which verifies that it would be more beneficial to assign higher weights on hard local regions instead of hard global regions or only misclassified pixels. Another observation is that by adopting the training strategy similar to self-paced learning, L T achieves better results than L HPM (m = 8 × 8), which indicates the effectiveness of our proposed training strategy. Qualitative analyses: We also provide some segmentation results of the baseline RefineNet-152 and our method on the NYU-v2 dataset in Figure 4 . It can be seen that our method is adept at segmenting some objects with sharp depth boundary between them and neighboring regions (f, h, i, l), which cannot be recognized by RefineNet-152. For example, our method can successfully segment the upper part of the chair back in (f), the table under the TV set in (h), and the attic sloped ceiling in (l), which is probably attributed to our Depth Prediction Error (DPE) loss. Moreover, our method also demonstrates great ability in classifying confusing objects in the same depth bin (a, b, c, d, e, g, j, k), which are misclassified as the wrong categories with similar visual appearance by RefineNet-152. For example, our method can successfully segment the bookshelf in (b), the towel clinging to the refrigerator in (c), the sink in (e), and the curtain in (k), which is partially credited to our Depth-dependent Segmentation Error (DPE) loss.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have proposed to mine the hard pixels by using depth information as privileged information in the semantic segmentation task. Specifically, we have designed depth prediction error (DPE) and depth-dependent segmentation error (DSE) to mine hard pixels. We have also explored different training strategies with identified hard pixels. Quantitative and qualitative results on three benchmark datasets have demonstrated the superiority of our method.
